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Simple overview

Gates, a 100+ year old global company and leader in power transmission products, 
was looking to convert their top manufacturing product from a fully manual operator 
controlled unit to an Android tablet interface solution. The two pronged goal being 
to provide operators with a more clear and safe interaction with the machine as well 
as improve both product creation efficiency and operator onboarding.

The Problem
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Simple overview

I was brought on to lead both the XD strategy and UX design effort. This project 
was unique in that it was the first foray into XD/UX for the Gates team and their 
pilot customer, thus requiring me to perform a significant amount of education and 
mentoring alongside my typical role and related deliverables.

My Role
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My Process
Step One

Step one in my process was multi-faceted. Meeting with 
the internal Gates team to understand their goals and 
short/long term requirements. as well as what the 
machine was currently capable of. Meeting with both the 
separate hardware and software teams to understand the 
hardware/software limitations and technical 
requirements. And, lastly, meeting with the pilot customer 
and several operators to not only understand and study 
their current needs and processes but also to begin 
crafting personas for these two users.

The What

Gates stakeholders, external software team, external 
hardware team, end customers, and end users (operators)

The Who

• Whiteboarding (Miro) and interviews for requirements 
gathering and feature prioritization

• Interviews & ethnographic research for journey map 
creation (Sketch)

The How
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My Process
Step Two

Step two saw me drafting and validating a user and 
application flow, which then transitioned into low-fidelity 
wireframes. I performed two rounds of participant testing 
with six operators. The first round was done sans the 
manufacturing equipment to gauge general application 
clarity, ease of use, and requirement standards with the 
second round performed during live operator tasks. I also 
worked closely with the hardware team on the physical 
requirements needed for the tablet sleeve which was to be 
affixed to the manufacturing product.

The What

External hardware team and end users (operators)

The Who

• Interviews & ethnographic research for persona creation 
(Sketch) and casual user research

• Process and user flows exercise (Miro/Sketch)
• Moderated user testing & ethnographic research

The How
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My Process
Step Three

Step three is where I expanded on the wireframes and 
began building the visual language and high-fidelity 
prototype to be vetted with stakeholders and ultimately 
tested with the operators. An added challenge in this step 
was the design limitations I had to adhere to due to the 
software team’s API constraints incurred when interfacing 
with the hardware.  As stated on an earlier slide, XD/UX 
was a new concept to the teams at large, so during these 
various sessions or activities I included both an overview 
and example of what and why I was performing a particular 
exercise and what the expected outcome(s) were.

The What

Gates stakeholders, external software team, end 
customers, and end users (operators)

The Who

• Low-fidelity wireframes (Sketch)
• High-fidelity prototypes (Figma)

The How
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My Process
Step Four

Step four consisted of one round of user testing. I had to 
return to the drawing board to address the loss of a 
previously assumed haptic feedback for the operator. This 
feature was pushed off to a future release requiring 
additional, if not less optimal, visual cues for the 
operator. 

The What

Gates stakeholders, external software team, end 
customers, and end users (operators)

The Who

• Moderated user testing & ethnographic research
• High-fidelity prototypes (Figma)

The How
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My Process
Step Five

Step five saw me write the functional and design specs as 
well as the associated user stories for the software team’s 
consumption. I performed gap analysis and assisted with 
functional testing as the software team built the product 
interface and fully connected into live data via the API. I 
facilitated a post launch feature requirements road 
mapping session with the Gate’s team and a project 
retrospective before my involvement ended.

The What

Gates stakeholders and external software team

The Who

• Functional specifications & user stories (JIRA)
• Design specifications (Figma/Zeplin)

The How
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Simple overview

My design, which focused on safety and ease of use coupled with quick onboarding, 
followed a wizard like approach. I wanted to limit both the amount of options and 
visual noise a user was presented with while working with large dangerous 
machinery in a loud and often hectic environment in order to reduce cognitive load 
as much as possible. While, ultimately, I was unable to leverage haptic feedback as 
part of my three-pronged safety solution, I felt confident that the multiple visual 
cues paired with a “dead man’s switch” provided sufficient controls to protect the 
user. The solution I arrived at also provided Gates a foundational design system 
that could be applied to their host of other manufacturing products.

See it live via these YouTube links:  https://youtu.be/tp2aMK-c_sk & https://youtu.be/ge4WBIPjtTk

The Solution
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Simple overview

Gate’s made the first step into transitioning their products from needing experts to 
operate into empowering their customer’s and employees to increase production in 
a safe and easy to use manner that limits waste. As mentioned in my project 
retrospective to Gates, I urged them to focus on feature prioritization not only 
earlier in the process but to also ensure all solution partners (e.g., software, 
hardware, clients, etc.) where part of this process. Additionally, my recommendation 
was to increase the number of pilot customers and operators to allow for a larger 
pool of test participants and, ultimately, more available feedback. My personal 
takeaway was to be more cognizant of my audience and reduce the amount of 
terms I pull from the XD/UX vernacular so as to increase the speed at which I 
connect with team members.

Outcome & Learnings
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